SUPPLY CHAIN VISIBILITY SURVEY REPORT

Overstocks, Inventory Imbalances,
& Organizational Challenges
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Today’s market is driven by consumers.
They have an abundance of choice, and
they’re short on patience. Simply put:
they want what they want when they
want it. Couple that with the internet,
which allows them to sit at home and
literally purchase items with the click
of a mouse, and it makes the traditional
practice of retail that much more
difficult. Now, getting the right products
to the right places at the right time is
harder than ever.
What it takes is a level of agility in the
supply chain that most organizations
lack, but actively pursue. And even as
advances like data analytics promise
to move the needle forward for brand
owners and retailers, these companies
still become hampered by a lack of
visibility into transactions made across
the supply chain.

Bamboo Rose surveyed 123 retail and
supply chain professionals to discover
how they approach supply chain
visibility during this time of immediacy
in retail. The results are concerning,
revealing a near-total breakdown in
supply chain visibility leading to costly
overstocks and missed opportunities.
To gain insight and advice into how
retailers can face these challenges, we
also interviewed three experts: Ananth
Raman, UPS Foundation professor of
Business Logistics at Harvard Business
School; Dale Rogers, Logistics and
Supply Chain Management professor
at the W. P. Carey School of Business
at Arizona State University; and Jeff
Streader, Managing Director for Go
Global, a firm that advises strategic
investors in textiles, apparel, and
footwear. These experts weighed in on
the reasons behind the survey results
and steps companies can take to make
improvements.

For many companies, visibility into the
supply chain is opaque at best, leaving
brands and retailers with too much
merchandise or bare shelves. For some,
this has led to compensating with costly
measures, like holding excess inventory
and relying on expedited shipping.
While this strategy isn’t great for
margins, some companies persist
because they don’t have the resources
to invest in updated technology.
Others are stymied by the scope of
the organizational changes required.
One survey respondent summed it by
saying, “Nobody seems to have the
time or initiative to make the necessary
investigative efforts. Same old issues.
Same impact. No innovations or
incentives.”
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OVERSTOCK ORIGINS
In the survey, 87 percent
of respondents said they
experience either overstock
or understock situations at
least occasionally, with five out
of ten saying their inventory
imbalances happen frequently
or all the time.
And while there is a myriad of
tech solutions promising to
eliminate stock level disparities,
Raman says there’s one clear
reason why the problem
persists:
“The biggest barrier [to
resolving the issue] is
leadership. Senior managers
don’t understand the value of
visibility into the supply chain.”
What they’re missing are two
things: first, the opportunity
associated with carrying more
of the top sellers, and second,
the value of having less of the
pieces dragging down sales.
Getting the right product on
shelves requires the ability to

adjust quickly according to
demand. Right now, companies
overcompensate because they
don’t have the ability to do
either. “If you can respond, you
don’t need to stock up to the
gills in the first place,”
says Raman.
Having been repeatedly buried
under piles of overstock that
erode margins and tie up
capital, retailers realize the
need to create better products
that better reflect customer
demand. The need is apparent
by the continued growth in
the secondary market, which
increased 2.6 percent in 2017
to $569 billion, according to a
2018 report by Rogers, a colead on the research.
Rogers says this market, which
includes off-price retailers,
continues to thrive based on
inefficiencies of today’s supply
chains, helping full-price
retailers “drain” excess goods
from the system: “Everybody

The Frequency with which Companies
Experience Inventory Imbalances
makes mistakes, so that market
is an important mechanism.”
The problem, though, is that
by continually feeding the offprice channel, full-price brands
and stores have created their
own direct competitors. And
not only do chains like TJ Maxx
and Ross absorb overstock
goods; they also soak up
shoppers who have been
abandoned by department
stores and major retailers
exiting the market in the name
of cost cutting. A 2017 analysis
from Foursquare shows that
when a Kmart closes, TJ Maxx
picks up 47 percent of its foot
traffic. Similarly, Marshalls gains
29 percent of the shoppers left
behind when a Macy’s shutters
its doors.
To differentiate themselves
from threats like value
retailers, almost every major
retail chain has now vowed
to cut inventory, weed out
underperforming brands,

and find ways to place smaller
orders on goods until they see
how pieces perform on the
sales floor. Theoretically, this
would allow major retailers to
have a constant flow of fresh
goods in stores at all times.
To help them stick to their
commitments, retailers retailers
have been relying more heavily
on predictive analytics tools
to determine which items sell,
and which ones don’t. They
also help retailers identify the
best ways to replicate success
in coming seasons. And while
these tools sound helpful in
theory, the lack of supply chain
visibility completely undermines
the newfound strategy.
The reality is no amount of
forecasting can compensate
for an inability to pinpoint
how much product there is in
the pipeline and when it will
materialize in the warehouse.

41%

13%

1%
12%

32%
All the time
Frequently
Occasionally
Rarely
Never
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Capital Concerns
OVERSTOCK ORIGINS
(CONTINUED)
“A major KPI for retailers is sell
through. If you can consistently
sell through four to six times,
you’ve done a great job,
you’ve done a great job and
your markdowns are minimal,”
says Streader. “If the model is
inconsistent, the inventory is
held longer, and more working
capital is needed to run the
business.”
The lower your margins, the
more important product
planning and inventory
management becomes. Of
those surveyed, 36 percent
said they have less working
capital today than in the past.
And 21 percent cited excess
inventory as the number-one
thing draining their coffers.

The Top Factors Tying Up Cash

Current Working Capital Compared
to Previous Seasons

“

8%

6%

[There’s a] lack of C-Suite
vision to invest in infrastructure

32%

16%

21%

that will provide transparency
into all parts of the business,
including inventory forecasting
and planning, as well as onhand inventory in the DC, store,

45%

and vendor.
— Jeff Streader

20%
28%

24%

The lag between production and sale

We have some excess working capital

The upfront costs associated with starting production

We have about the same amount of working capital

The cash tied up in excess memory

We have a little less working capital

Other

We have a lot less working capital
We have a lot of excess working capital
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INTEGRATION CHALLENGES
The cause of inefficiencies
is clear, given that half of
the companies polled said
they’ve cobbled together
solutions for tracking their
products’ lifecycle through
a combination of email and
software solutions, like Google
Docs and Microsoft Excel.
Meanwhile, 19 percent of
respondents who don’t rely
on these tools use proprietary
internal systems.
One problem, according to
Streader, is enterprise resource
planning (ERP), warehouse
management systems (WMS),
and point of sale (POS) tools
that don’t talk to one another.
Trapped in these silos, the data
is difficult to extract and share,
let alone analyze.
Survey respondents also
agreed their processes are too
fragmented. One cited a “lack
of a seamless PLM backbone”
as the biggest challenge to
having better visibility saying

Methods Used to Track Lifecycles of Each Product

the biggest problem lies in the
difficulty of linking disparate
systems into a single system of
record, and siloed management
at the retail or brand level
makes for slow inaccurate
communications.”

Email
Google Docs

54%

26%

Excel

5%

of respondents buy more

1%

SKUs per season

50%

A hybrid of all of the above
CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS

Other
The need for better
coordination between
systems is only becoming
more pronounced as brands
move away from ordering
two to three large deliveries a
season. Instead, they’re placing
smaller orders spread across
more SKUs, and the change is
creating even more pressure on
every point of the supply chain.
Of those polled, 53 percent of
respondents say they now buy
more SKUs per seasons than
they have in the past.
And with less working capital,
brands are less capable of
investing in updated solutions.

19%

Number of SKUs Companies Currently Buy Compared to Previous Seasons

23%

30%

26%

A lot more

A few more

The same number of

SKUs

SKUs

SKUs

10%

11%

A few fewer A lot fewer
SKUs
SKUs
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CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS
(CONTINUED)
“The C-suite’s lack of visibility
has hurt retailers and brands
because their systems are not
connected, and many of them
are trying to patch it together.
It’s a Band-Aid, and it’s not
complete,” says Streader, and a
lot of decisions made to grow
topline don’t help to build
a really strong core a really
strong core in the back office
for the house to sit on.”
Rogers agrees that it comes
down to financials: “There
was this belief 15 years ago
that RFID would dramatically
increase visibility, but most
of the move there was
unsuccessful. You could never
justify the costs.”
He continues, “So we haven’t
been able to truly afford the
technology that could help
improve visibility, since the
margins are so thin and the
pressure on suppliers is so

high.” Instead, the retail industry
has learned to work around its
shortcomings with stop-gap
measures.
30 percent of survey
respondents said they find it
necessary to hold safety stock
to ensure they meet customer
demand. More than
56 percent have more than
three weeks’ worth of goods
on hand to compensate for
their poor visibility into the
supply chain. Only 15 percent
of respondents said their
companies don’t hold any
stock at all.

“If you look at the billions
of dollars in the secondary
market, a lot of that is because
you can’t match supply and
demand very well,” says Rogers.
“Some of it [reflects] how hard
it is to forecast, but some of
it is also just lack of visibility.
And because you don’t want
to stock out, you grow safety
stock.”

Amount of Safety Stock Companies Hold
Due to Poor Visibility
None

The number of times a PO changes

3%

5%

10%

15%

1 Week

6%

2 Weeks

15%

3 Weeks

9%

More than 3 Weeks

Number of Times a PO Changes

29%

53%

56%
0
1 - 2 Times
2 - 4 Times
4 - 6 Times
6+ Times

How POs are transmitted to factories

68%

Email
Fax

2%

EDI

12%

Retail Tech Platform

12%

Other

5%
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SHIPMENT
UNCERTAINTY

How Companies Are Certain
They Have Enough Inventory

Products on the Move
How Container Shipments Are Tracked

This practice isn’t the only
thing brands resort to.
“You’re seeing a lot of
expedited shipping,” Rogers
says. “The trade-off has been,
it’s better to bet on expedited
shipping than extra inventory,
because [with] extra inventory,
you’re not really flexible with
it, [but] you can choose at the
last minute to expedite or not
expedite.” In fact, 26 percent
of those surveyed said they do
often expedite goods.
But no matter how products
get from point A to point
B, shipping poses another
challenge for brands.
32 percent of companies
experience late shipments up
to 75 percent of the time.

“

40%
16%

It’s better to bet on expedited
shipping than extra inventory,

12%

because with extra inventory,

30%

you’re really not flexible.

4%

— Dale Rogers

By supplier

18%

By internal/manual dashboard
By third-party tech platform

20%

24%

By single freight forwarder
By other

10%

26%
Frequency of Shipments Arriving on Time

68%

100 to 75%
Holding safety stock

24%

75 to 50%

Using expedited shipping options
Auto-replenishment

7%

50 to 25%

Allocation
An intelligent supply chain platform

Less than 25 %

1%
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Products on the Move (Cont.)
SHIPMENT UNCERTAINTY
(CONTINUED)
And for some, the problem
is accelerating. According
to 19 percent of survey
respondents, lateness is
becoming more of an issue.
Not only are there hiccups, but
shipments are unpredictable
as well. While 31 percent of
respondents said they always
know when a shipment will
be late, 23 percent said they
can’t plan because they don’t
know when to expect their
products. And just over half
( 56 percent ) said they’re
confident in the estimated
time of arrival information as
communicated by factory and/
or supplier contacts.

Frequency of Late Shipments
Compared to the Past

How Often Brands Know When a
Shipment will be Late

2% 6%

9%

31%

12%

46%

50%

Very confident

2%

13%
29%

Level of Confidence Companies Have
with ETAs of Factories and Suppliers

Much more frequently

Always

More frequently

Most of the times

Occasionally

Sometimes

Rarely happen

Rarely

Never late

Never

9%

Confident

47%

Somewhat confident

34%

Not too confident

7%

No confidence

3%
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SHIPMENT UNCERTAINTY
(CONTINUED)
The rest of respondents
were far less hopeful.
One complicating factor
is subcontracting—a
practice that most brands
and retailers forbid, at
least on paper, despite
the fact it persists in many
supply chains. Not only
does subcontracting raise
compliance questions,
it also hampers on-time
deliveries, according
to 78 percent of those
surveyed. For 37 percent ,
subcontracting remains a
habitual problem.

Degree to which
Subcontracting Affects
Compliance, Deliveries, Etc.
5%

Compliance Coordination:
Level of Confidence Companies Have with Factories’ Level of Compliance

Very confident across the board
Mostly confident
Only a few instill confidence
Not particularly confident

1%

21%

2%

9%

One respondent stated
the biggest challenge

41%
32%

25%

to improved visibility is
finding a good balance

64%

between factory CSR and
price requirements.

Always a problem
Frequently a problem
Occasionally a problem
Rarely a problem
Never a problem

Methods Used for Tracking and Communicating Testing Results
Email

83%

Real-time interface
Fax
Not currently tracking

14%
1%
2%
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Amount of Margin Lost to Late Shipments
SHIPMENT UNCERTAINTY
(CONTINUED)
For 70 percent of those
polled, the cost of these
late arrivals affects margins
by up to 5 percent . And
for a low-margin industry
struggling to keep pace with
consumers’ shifting demands
and expectations, that’s a
significant issue.
On the other hand, just
providing some visibility can
be a huge benefit, according
to Rogers.
“The retailers who have
ASN [advance ship notices] in
place believe it’s made them
50 percent more productive,”
he says.

36%

0 -1.9%

34%

2 - 5%

14%

5.1 - 7%

12%

7.1 to 10%

More than 10%

3%

71%
of respondents said
shipments cost their
companies up to five
percent of margin.
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EXECUTIVES’ DILEMMA

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES

With limited resources, legacy
systems, and antsy investors,
Raman says chief executives
are sometimes at a loss as to
what to do.

One example of systemic
change, says Raman, is in how
brands and retailers work with
factories. In today’s industry,
the term “partnership” is used
far too often by experts and
professionals alike, but it’s
just that—a word. And while
companies race to streamline
product development and
accelerate production, they
actually put more demands on
factories, leaving them to take
all of the risk.

The challenge of changing
a whole industry, he says, is
that it’s daunting and fraught
with the potential for serious
financial implications.
Rather than trying to convince
the board of directors to take a
huge leap in any one direction,
Raman suggests executives
identify an area of the business
they can use as a testing
ground. If it works, it’s proof of
concept. If it fails, it’s a small
enough hit that it won’t topple
the whole organization. To the
latter point, he says, seeing is
believing: “We’re wedded to
old processes and thinking. If
you take a small piece of your
business and show how things
can be done differently, then
that is where people become
convinced.”

As brands and retailers assess
their options, Raman says one
thing is clear: they have to be
willing to commit to a course
of action—there is no plugand-play system that will do
the work for them.
“[Software] is only useful if
you make the organizational
changes at the same time.
If you just introduce the
technology alone, it
doesn’t work.”

“

Senior managers don’t
understand the value of
visibility into the supply
chain.

To help decrease factory risk,
firms might move toward
platforming, a practice that
keeps material on hand for
future orders, significantly
reducing production time.
It’s a solution that works
well in other industries, like
automotive and electronics,
but it doesn’t quite do it for
retail.

— Ananth Raman
Raman says he hears it time
and again: factories agree to
purchase and hold fabric at the

request of the customer, and
all goes well while orders ship
swiftly; but the minute things
slow down and the factory
is left with excess material,
suddenly the brand or retailer
won’t take responsibility.
“If a manufacturer has 100,000
square meters of fabric left
over, she’ll assume the retailer
will take care of it. But more
often than not, the retailer will
say, ‘That’s your problem.’ And
then there goes the program
entirely.”
Raman says in order for
relationships like this to work,
factories need reassurance
that brands know how to
plan and forecast demand.
And while a variety of
systems promise to provide
everyone along the supply
chain necessary stock, order,
and material information, in
most cases, these systems go
unimplemented by the brands
themselves.

“These poor factories are
giving, giving, giving. Their
margins are down, they’re
being asked to hold inventory,
and they’re being paid in 90
days,” says Streader. “It’s about
providing transparency to
these factories so they can
see what’s happening in your
inventory. The onus isn’t on
vendors; the onus is on the
retailer to provide vendors the
necessary tools to monitor
inventory.”
Without this information,
factories remain in the dark,
and production timelines
continue to stretch over
months rather than weeks.
One survey respondent
said factories “need better
planning from buyers and
brands so they have better
visibility into the forecasts
of fabrics or yarns.” Another
said the challenge is with “up
and down communications,”
adding that “in a fragmented

supply chain environment,
brands and retailers don’t
communicate information
[about] fiber and yarns. And
you cannot be fast without
these two segments.”
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CONCLUSION
As the market races to
keep up with consumers’
changing demands and
expectations around
product, choice, and
fulfillment, brands and
retailers have undertaken
a host of initiatives aimed
at remaking their business
operations, the most
common of which are:
•

Improving speed to market

•

 aining better control
G
over stock levels

•

 lacing smaller, more
P
frequent orders

•

Maintaining fresh
assortments through an
increased number of SKUs

The problem is that the
pursuit of these goals puts
great pressure on the supply
chain and an even greater
demand for better visibility
into what’s going on end to

METHODOLOGY
end. These initiatives also
call for better internal and
external communication,
as well as systemic change
to support technological
advancements. In the
meantime, companies
continue to grapple with
unpredictable shipments
while operating in a haze of
uncertainty. The situation
leaves them with little cover
for unforeseen risks, like
global economic shifts
(tariffs), labor issues, and
natural disasters.

implementing new systems
and the price of sticking with
old processes, specifically if
they’re grappling with:
•

 etting leadership to
G
prioritize visibility

•

Allocating funds necessary
for tech upgrades

•

 etermining how to sever
D
ties with legacy systems

A total of 123 people operating
in the apparel, footwear,
accessories, and hardlines
industries participated in this
survey, which examined their
respective views on inventory
visibility and supply chain
transparency. They were
recruited via email invitation
and offered an additional $500
gift card prize as incentive. The
online survey was conducted
from June 1, 2018 to June 22,
2018, and participants also
answered a series of online
polls from May 3, 2018 to June
11, 2018.

To compensate, companies:
•

Order safety stock

•

Suffer from overstock

•

 iss opportunities due to
M
out-of-stock situations

Though these outcomes
make the need for change
evident, brands often get
caught between the cost of

Respondents covered a
wide range of industry titles,
including fashion and apparel
brands ( 23 percent ), suppliers
( 15 percent ), factories
( 13 percent ), and retailers
( 12 percent ). The majority of
respondents ( 77 percent ) held
management positions, with
more than half of them being
( 57 percent ) at the C-suite
level or higher.

Respondents were also
involved in all facets of supply
chain, including product
development ( 61 percent ),
production ( 59 percent ),
and sourcing ( 41 percent ).
About half were involved
with quality compliance
( 29 percent ) and supply chain
( 27 percent ), and roughly
a quarter were involved in
production ( 23 percent ),
followed by marketing and PR
( 21 percent ), and operations
( 16 percent ).
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Bamboo Rose is the leading multi-enterprise product and supply chain platform that connects all your
retail partner ecosystems, helping you bring great products to market faster, more efficiently, and at
higher margins.
Bamboo Rose simplifies the product creation and delivery process through its patented Multi-Enterprise
Platform, offering retailers, brands, and suppliers an entire suite of solutions for end-to-end supply chain
management, including a digital B2B Marketplace, Product Lifecycle Management, Sourcing, Purchase
Order Management, Global Trade Management, and Financing. The platform is supported by intelligent
engines, allowing for optimization, scheduling, and costing.
Bamboo Rose serves over 250K user members, 85 major retailers, 500 brands, and 35K suppliers and
service providers throughout the world, giving them the chance to discover, develop, and deliver
products at digital speed.

